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Abstract: This is the first of two talks by myself and Brian Parshall. It is based on our  joint work with Jie 
Du, in progress.  I will give some of the history and framework leading to the main conjecture we had 
made, asserting the existence of a kind of generalized q-Schur algebra, suitable for studying cross-
characteristic representation theory of finite groups of Lie type.  The conjecture is now a theorem, with 
some of its proof to be sketched in Parshall’s talk. I will mention some applications  as time permits. 
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This paper continues the program begun by us in [8]2), [9] (see also [15], [18]) in 
which the authors have begun to exploit in the modular representation theory of 
semisimple algebraic groups some of the powerful techniques of the theory of derived 
categories. As noted in the above references, the inspiration for this work comes both 
from geometry, in the form of the classic algebraic work of Bernstein-Beilinson-Deligne 
[1] on singular spaces and perverse sheaves, and from the tilting theory of finite
dimensional algebras [2], [3], [13], [14]. The present paper broadens and extends this
connection with finite dimensional algebra representation theory into a central theme.
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3. 1 (c) that Extk (S(i), A(p)) is finite dimensional. Finally, the long exact sequence of 
Ext&(S(1), -) applied to the exact sequence 0 + S(p) --+ A(p) --+ A(p)/?(p) + 0 shows 
that Extk(S(A), S(p)) is finite dimensional, completing the proof of (c). 0 

We now briefly present several examples of highest weight categories. More 
details, as well as many more examples, can be found in [16], 9 6. 

Examples 3.3. (a) Let A be the k-algebra of n x n upper triangular matrices, 
and put %‘=mod-A. Let A = (1, 2, . . . , n}, and for 1 iisn, let A(i)=S(i) be the 
irreducible (one-dimensional) right A-module whose injective envelope I(i) has dimen- 
sion n - i + 1. It is readily verified that Z(i)/S(i) g I(i + 1) for i < n. It follows easily that %7 
is a highest weight category. 

(b) More generally, let R be a hereditary algebra over a field k. Let J be the 
socle of RR. Then J is a two-sided ideal of R, projective as a left-module. Thus, 
Ext;(J, R/J) = 0, so that by [9], Thm. 3. 1, R/J is also an hereditary algebra. Partially 
order the simple left R-modules compatibly with the socle series {soc,(,R)} as follows. 
Given a simple module S, there exists a unique integer n(S) such that S is isomorphic to 
a summand of soc,(,R). Given two simple modules S, and S,, put S, > S, provided 
n(S,)< n(S,). It follows that the composition factors S’ of the radical of the projective 
cover P(S) of a simple module S satisfy S’ > S. Now let q = mod-R. The simple objects 
in % are the linear duals S* of the simple left R-modules, and inherit their partial 
ordering. Putting A(S*) = S*, it follows immediately from the above remarks on 

projective covers that %? is a highest weight category. 

(c) Let $? be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and let % be the category 0 of 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand. Take for A the set of integral weights on a fixed Cartan 
subalgebra 2 of 3. The category 0 admits a duality functor * [4], and for each integral 
weight i, let A(l) = V(A)* be the dual of the Verma module v(1) of high weight 1. In this 
way, 0 g%” for a highest weight category %7. To verify this, it is sufficient using 
arguments analogous to [9], 0 4, to verify that Extk (I’(n), V(p)) + 0 implies A< p. 
However, in this case, 0 =l= Exth(,,(l/(il), V(p)) r Extb(,*,(& V(p)). If u I$ V(p) is a nonzero 
I-weight vector in a nonsplit extension of 1 by V(p), we must have that e, . v +O for 
some positive root vector e,. Hence, ;1+ a is a weight in I’(U) and so I< ,D. 

(d) Let G be a semisimple algebraic group defined and split for FP. Put k = Fp, 
the algebraic closure of F,. Fix a maximal split torus T contained in a Bore1 subgroup 
B (corresponding to the negative roots). Let A =X(T) be the character group of T, 
partially ordered in the usual way. Fix an integer r >O, and let %? be the category of 
rational TG,-modules (cf. [S], [6] for a discussion of the infinitesimal thickenings TG, of 
T and BG, of B). The irreducible TG,.-modules are indexed by A. For each 1, set 
A(l) = II;;;. Then %? becomes a highest weight category. Similar remarks apply to the 
category of rational BG,-modules and the category of rational G-modules (cf. [16], $6, 
for more details). 0 

Fix a field k. We recall the definition of the class Z! =2!(k) of (right) quasi- 
hereditary algebras, given in [18]. 2 is the class of finite dimensional algebras A over k 
defined recursively by assuming that A has a nonzero ideal J such that 

(i) J is projective as a right A-module; 

(ii) Horn, (JA, A/J) = 0 and J . rad (A) . J = 0; 

(iii) if J + A, A/J belongs to 2. 
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k-projective, k-semisimple algebra E is split if and only if the semisimple 
algebra E Q K is split. Also, we observe that by [AG2, Theorem 2.11 all 
split k-semisimple algebras are k-projective. 

3. QUASI-HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS OVER RINGS 

We keep the notations and conventions of the previous section. Thus, k 
is a commutative Noetherian ring, and we only consider k-algebras which 
are k-finite. We begin with the following definition. 

(3.1) DEFINITION. An ideal J in a k-projective algebra A is called a 
heredity ideal if A/J is k-projective and the following conditions hold: 

(i) J is projective as a right ideal; 
(ii) J2 = J; 

(iii) the k-algebra E = End,(J,) is k-semisimple. 

A heredity ideal J is of separable type (resp., semisplit, split) if E is 
separable (resp., semisplit, split) over k. See Definition 2.8. 

Observe that if k is a field, then J = AeA for some idempotent e E A, and 
Remark 1.6 establishes that E= End,(J,) is Morita equivalent to eAe. 
Thus, E is semisimple if and only if eAe is semisimple. It follows that, over 
fields, the above notion of a heredity ideal is the same as the usual one 
[DRl, Pl]. We now have the following definition of a quasi-hereditary 
k-algebra. This concept generalizes the notion of a quasi-hereditary algebra 
over a field as defined and discussed in [CPS2, Pl, PS, S]. The idea of 
defining a heredity ideal in terms of the endomorphism ring E = End, (JA) 
is due to S. Konig [K] (though his notion leads to a different concept). 

(3.2) DEFINITION. A k-projective algebra A is called a quasi-hereditary 
k-algebra provided there exists a finite (“defining”) sequence 0 = 
J,,cJ,c ... c J, = A of ideals in A such that for 0 < i < t, Ji/Jj- 1 is a 
heredity ideal in A/Ji- i. We say that a quasi-hereditary k-algebra A is of 
separable type (resp., semisplit, split’) provided there exists a defining 
sequence 0 = Jo c J, c . . . c J, = A in which each of the heredity ideals 
Ji/Ji- 1 is of separable type (resp. , semisplit, split). 

’ This notion of “split” quasi-hereditary algebras should not be confused with the notion of 
“split” as defined in [P2, Sect. 43. The latter concept refers to the splitting (in the sense of 
Hochschild cohomology) of the extension algebras which occur in the recursive construction 
[PS, Sect. 41 of quasi-hereditary algebras. 

From a later CPS paper (J. Algebra 1990).
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Thus, if A is a quasi-hereditary algebra, there exists a strictly increasing sequence of 
ideals 0=J0 cJ1 cJ2 c ··· cJr= A such that each A/J; is quasi-hereditary and J;+i/J; is 
a projective right ideal in A/J; satisfying the quasi-hereditary condition above for J. We 
call such a sequence {J;} of ideals a "defining system of ideals for the algebra A".

Among the properties of a quasi-hereditary algebra A which we will use, we 
record the following (cf. [16], Theorem 4. 3, [18]): (a) A has finite global dimension; (b) 
A is quasi-hereditary if and only if the opposite algebra A0P is quasi-hereditary; and (c) 
the inclusion i*: Db(mod-A/J)- Db(mod-A) is a full embedding of triangulated
categories, and gives rise to a recollement 

of Db(mod-A), as discussed in § 1 (with r:2" as the derived category of a semisimple 
algebra). 

The following key step is the first half of a strong connection between quasi
hereditary algebras and highest weight categories. 

Lemma 3. 4. Let A be a quasi-hereditary algebra over k. Then the category 
<(j = mod-A of right A-modules is a highest weight category.

Proof. By property (b) of quasi-hereditary algebras mentioned above, the 
opposite algebra A0P is quasi-hereditary. Thus, let O = J0 c J1 c J2 c · · · c J1 = A0P be a 
defining sequence of ideals for A0

P. We view J; as an ideal in A so that the ideal J;/J;_ 1 

in A/ J; _ 1 is a projective left ideal, etc. The process S r-+ S* of taking linear duals 
establishes a bijection between the simple right A-modules S and the simple left A
modules S*. It is clear from the axioms for a quasi-hereditary algebra that, given a 
simple left A-module S*, there exists a unique integer i E [1, t] such that S* occurs ii;i 

the radical quotient (J;/J;_ 1 )/rad(J;/J;_ 1) of the left A-module J;/J;_ 1. Let A; be a set 
indexing the irreducible left A-modules(), r-+ S(A)*) in the radical quotient of J;/J;_ 1 and 
put A=LJA;. We partially order A by setting ),<µ iff ),EA;, µEAi and i>j.

For A E Ai , let A(A)* be the projective cover in Ag_i-mod of S(A)*. Note that 
A(J;/J;_ 1) is a direct sum of copies of A().)*, A EA;. In fact, it is clearly sufficient to 
establish this for i = 1. However, since AJ1 is projective, it is a direct sum of projective 
indecomposable modules. Since Hom A(AJ1 , A(A/Ji )) = 0, these indecomposable sum
mands must be of the form A().)*, A E A1 . 

Since clearly HomA UJ;/J;_ i ), radA(J;/J;_ 1))=0, the composition factors S(µ)* of 
rad (A (A)*), ), E A;, satisfy µ<A. Hence, 3. 1 (b) is satisfied for the right A-module A (l). 

Finally, let e be a primitive idempotent in A and consider the filtration {A J;e} of 
the projective indecomposable A-module Ae. Then A(J;e/J;- i e) is a direct summand of 
iJ;/J;_i) and hence a direct sum of copies of A(l)*, A EA;. Taking duals, we obtain an 
increasing filtration {.F;} of the injective indecomposable right A-module (Ae)* in which 
the section Fj F; _ 1 is a direct sum of copies of A (A), A E A;. Clearly, this filtration can be 
refined to one as required in 3. 1 (b). This completes the proof that mod-A is a highest 
weight category. D 

An ideal r in a poset A is called finitely generated if it is a finite union of sets of 
the form (- oo, y J= { r E A I r � y}. The finitely many elements y are called generators of 
A. We can now prove the following local description of highest weight categories.

51 Journal fur Mathematik. Band 391 
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Thus, if A is a quasi-hereditary algebra, there exists a strictly increasing sequence of 
ideals 0 = J,, c J, c J, c ... c J, = A such that each A/Ji is quasi-hereditary and Ji+l/Ji is 
a projective right ideal in A/Ji satisfying the quasi-hereditary condition above for J. We 
call such a sequence {Ji} of ideals a “defining system of ideals for the algebra A”. 

Among the properties of a quasi-hereditary algebra A which we will use, we 
record the following (cf. [16], Theorem 4.3, [18]): (a) A has finite global dimension; (b) 
A is quasi-hereditary if and only if the opposite algebra AoP is quasi-hereditary; and (c) 
the inclusion i, : Db(mod-A/J) + Db(mod-A) is a full embedding of triangulated 
categories, and gives rise to a recollement 
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of Db(mod-A), as discussed in 5 1 (with 9” as the derived category of a semisimple 
algebra). 

The following key step is the first half of a strong connection between quasi- 
hereditary algebras and highest weight categories. 

Lemma 3.4. Let A be a quasi-hereditary algebra over k. Then the category 
$?=mod-A of right A-modules is a highest weight category. 

Proof. By property (b) of quasi-hereditary algebras mentioned above, the 
opposite algebra AoP is quasi-hereditary. Thus, let 0 = JO c J, c J, c ... c Jt = AoP be a 
defining sequence of ideals for AoP. We view Ji as an ideal in A so that the ideal Ji/Ji-1 
in A/Jipl is a projective left ideal, etc. The process S H S* of taking linear duals 
establishes a bijection between the simple right A-modules S and the simple left A- 
modules S*. It is clear from the axioms for a quasi-hereditary algebra that, given a 
simple left A-module S *, there exists a unique integer i E [l, t] such that S* occurs in 
the radical quotient (Ji/Ji-l)/rad (Ji/Ji-l) of the left A-module Ji/Ji-1. Let Ai be a set 
indexing the irreducible left A-modules (2 H S(i)*) in the radical quotient of Ji/Ji-1 and 
put A = u Ai. We partially order A by setting 1”~ p iff 2 E Ai, ,U E Aj and i >j. 

For A E Aj, let A(,?)* be the projective cover in A/A-i-mod of S(1)*. Note that 
A(Ji/Ji-l) is a direct sum of copies of A@)*, i E Ai. In fact, it is clearly sufficient to 
establish this for i = 1. However, since AJ1 is projective, it is a direct sum of projective 
indecomposable modules. Since Horn, (AJ1, A(A/J1)) = 0, these indecomposable sum- 
mands must be of the form A(I)*, i E A,. 

Since clearly Horn, (,(Ji/Ji- 1), rad, (Ji/Ji-,)) = 0, the composition factors S(y)* of 
rad (A(I)*), 2 E Ai, satisfy p < 2. Hence, 3. 1 (b) is satisfied for the right A-module A(2). 

Finally, let e be a primitive idempotent in A and consider the filtration {,Jie} of 
the projective indecomposable A-module Ae. Then A(Jie/Ji-1 e) is a direct summand of 
.(Ji/Ji-l) and hence a-direct sum of copies of A(I)*, 1 E Ai. Taking duals, we obtain an 
increasing filtration {Fi} of the injective indecomposable right A-module (Ae)* in which 
the section Fi/Fi-, is a direct sum of copies of A@), 2 E Ai. Clearly, this filtration can be 
refined to one as required in 3. l(b). This completes the proof that mod-A is a highest 
weight category. IJ 

An ideal r in a poset A is called finitely generated if it is a finite union of sets of 
the form (- co, y] = {z E A 1 z 5 y}. The finitely many elements y are called generators of 
A. We can now prove the following local description of highest weight categories. 
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An important representation-theoretic feature of    highest weight categories
is that the "character" of an irreducible module can be written in terns of the
characters of standard modules, though the coefficients may not be easy to 
determine. Put another way, the associated decompostion matrix is 
invertible. In fact, it is unitriangular.

More later....



Schur algebras arise as endomorphism algebras of a tensor product of n 

copies of a vector space with itself. They  are useful classically  in 

characteristic 0 and positive characteristic representation theory of  the 

general linear group GLn (F) in characteristic agreeing with a field F. These 

algebras are quasi-hereditary 

q-Schur algebras play a smilar role in cross characteristic representation 

theory for GLn(F), with F a finite field. 



 

 

Generalized  Schur algebras may be   defined by truncating hyperalgebras 
of semisimple  algebraic groups  in   any  type.    For  type A,  this leads to 
the Schur algebras.  Once  more   they are  useful  in  the defining   
characteristic case. 



Generalized q-Schur algebras may be defined by truncating quantum enveloping 
algebras. They give q-Schur algebras in type    A.  .   But the same process has, so far,  
not appeared to be useful in other types.  

In addition, the direct use of q-permutation module endomorphism algebras 
does not lead, in types other than A,   to the same good homological 
properties. This suggested to the authors, some twenty years ago, to look for 
new analogs of q-Schur algebras in other types. 
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Let G be a finite group of Lie type and let k be a field of characteristic distinct 
from the defining characteristic of G. In studying the non-describing representation 
theory of G, the endomorphism algebra S(G, k) = Endw( EB1 indiJk) plays an 
increasingly important role. In type A, by work of Dipper and James, S(G, k) 
identifies with a q-Schur algebra and so serves as a link between the representation 
theories of the finite general linear groups and certain quantum groups. This paper 
presents the first systematic study of the structure and homological algebra of 
these algebras for G of arbitrary type. Because S(G, k) has a reinterpretation as a 
Hecke endomorphism algebra, it may be analyzed using the theory of Hecke 
algebras. Its structure turns out to involve new applications of Kazhdan-Lusztig 
cell theory. In the course of this work, we prove two stratification conjectures 
about Coxeter group representations made by E. Cline, B. Parshall, and L. Scott 
(Mem. Amer. Math. Soc. 591, 1996) and we formulate a new conjecture about 
the structure of S(G, k). We verify this conjecture here in all rank 2 examples. 
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(1.1.4) Remarks. (a) The results (1.1.1), (1.1.2), and (1.1.3) generalize 
well-known work of Brauer. Use of [AGl] has allowed us to treat these 
results all in a concise and familiar way. As mentioned above, [GR] 
contains a more general Brauer theory, which has (1.1.3) as a special case, 
but contains no analogue of (1.1.1). 

(b) Many discrete valuation rings do arise in the context of more 
general local algebras. For instance, suppose that ~ E Spec&' has height 
1. Then the localization &'~ is always a discrete valuation ring, if &' is 
integrally closed. Also, if &' is regular of Krull dim. 2 and ~ ct m 2, then 
&' /~ is a discrete valuation ring, since its maximal ideal m/~ is generated 
by one element. 

1.2. Integral Str_atifying Systems. Let% be a fixed (Noetherian) commu
tative ring. Let A be a %-algebra which is finite and projective over %. 

(1.2.1) LEMMA. For P E Ob(proj(,4~)), the following statements are 
equivalent: 

(1) Every irreducible A-module L appears in the head of P (i.e., L is a 
homomorphic image of P). 

(2) Pis a progenerator of A~; equivalently, A is a direct summand of 
Pe m for some positive integer m. 

(3) If%' is any commutative %-algebra, then every irreducible Az,
module appears in the head of Pz' · 

Proof First assume that (1) holds. To see (2), we sho~ that A ~ a 
homomorphic image of a finite direct sum of c_opies of P. Since A is 
Noetherian as a %-module, it has a left ideal I which is maximal with 
respect to being a homomorphic image of some Pe m for positive integer 
m. If i =I= A, choose a E A\i and let f be a maximal left ideal in Aa + i 
containing i By hypothesis, (Aa + i) / f is a homomorphic image of P. 
Hence, there exists a morphism P ~ Aa + i whose image K is not 
contained i~ i, so K + i is a homomorphic image of~ finit~ dir~ct sum of 
copies of P. This contradicts the maximality of I, so I= A, proving 
(1) => (2). 

If (2) holds, then A z' is a direct summand of P ;,_m for any commutative 
%-algebra %'. This implies that any irreducible A z' module is a homo
morphic image of Pz'· Therefore, (2) => (3). Finally, (3) => (1) by taking 
%'=%. I 
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An idea J of A is called a stratifying ideal provided that J is a %-direct 
summand of A and, Joi: any M, N _E Qb(

1111�). inflation_ def�nes an 
isomorphism ExtA';J(M, N) - ExtA'(M, N). A sequence O = 10 

c;. 11 
c;. · · ·- - -

c;. J
n 

= A of stratifying ideals in A is called a stratification of length n. If 
each J;;J;_ 1 is a projective (left) A/f;_ cmodule, the stratification is 
called standard. - -

If two algebras A and A' are Morita equivalent, it is obvious that a 
stratifying syste1!_l for A%' determines one for A'�· The following result 
shows that if A has a stratification of length n, so does any Morita 
equivalent algebra. (See, for example, [CPS4, (2.l.6(a))] where a similar 
result is proved.) 

(1.2.7) LEMMA. Suppose that A has a stratification O = f0 c;_ fi c;. · · ·  c;.
� = A of length n. Let PE Ob(proj(A-W)) be a progenerator of A%' and
consider the Morita equivalent algebra A = End A-(P). Then A also has a 
stratification of length n. If the stratification for A is standard, that for A can 
be taken to be standard also. 

Proof It is well known that f � HomA-(P, fp) <!_efines _an equivalence 
between the lattice of ideals of A and that of A'. If J is a %-direct 
summand of A (i.e., the inclusion f c A is split as %-modules), then it is 
easy to see that HomA-(P, fp) is a _%-di!:_ect summand of A. Also, since P 
is a progenerator, given an ideal J of A, the full subcategory A/i� of A� 
has objects which are precisely the homomorphic images of finite direct 
sums of copies of P / JP. Therefore, the equivalence Hom A-(P, -) : A� �A'�
restricts to define an equivalence A Ii� � A'; i' �, where i' = Hom A-(P,
f P). Jhus, f is a stratifying ideal of A if and only if i' is a stratifying ideal 
of A'. This establishes the first assertion of the lemma. 

If J E Ob(proj(A�)), then i' = HomA-(P, fp) E Ob(proj(.Ji �)). Since 
A/ i' - End A I iP / fp) and P / fp is a progenerator for A Ii�, the second 
assertion follows. I 

The argument for [CPS4, (6.4.5)] and (1.2.7) give the following result. 
(1.2.8) THEOREM. Assume that A� has a stratifying system {XC\)h EA. 

The algebra A has a stratification O = fo c;_ fi c;. · · · c;. � = A of length
n = #A. If the stratifying system is strict, then the stratification can be chosen 
to be standard. 

The following hypothes!_s (generalizing [CPS4, (6.4. 7)]) gives a criterion 
for stratifying A�, when A is an endomorphism algebra. 

(1.2.9) HYPOTHESIS. Let R be a finite and projective algebra over %. Let 
f be a finitely generated right R-module, projective over %, and put A=
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The q-Schur algebras of Dipper-James were originally used to study representations of GLn(q) in cross-

characteristic. For some time, these q-Schur algebras have been known to be quasi-hereditary, even over

the ring Z[t, t−1] of integral Laurent polynomials (with t2 = q, an indeterminate). In the case of types

besides GLn, the use of quasi-hereditary algebras in cross-characteristic theory, while a good starting
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Here, we regard these rings as global, and try to understand algebras over them in terms of localizations

Zp = (S−1Z)p at prime ideals p containing no element of S, and especially those p of height 6 1.

2 Localization of integral quasi-hereditary algebras (QHAs)

Let k be a commutative Noetherian ring (with 1). All algebras over k are assumed to be finitely generated

as k-modules (i.e., they are k-finite). For p ∈ Spec k and a k-module X, let

X(p) := Xp/pXp

be the resulting module for the residue field k(p). The functor

X 7→ X(p) = X ⊗k k(p)

from the category of k-modules to the category of k(p)-vector spaces is right exact. If X is a k-submodule

of a k-algebra A, let X(p) be the image of the natural k(p)-map X(p) → A(p). In general, A(p) is a

finite dimensional k(p)-algebra, and, if X is a (left, right, 2-sided) ideal in A, then X(p) is a (left, right,

or 2-sided, respectively) ideal in A(p).

Definition 2.1. Assume that the k-algebra A is projective over k. An ideal J in A is called a heredity

ideal provided the following conditions hold.

(0) A/J is projective over k.

(1) J is a projective as a left A-module.

(2) J2 = J .

(3) The k-algebra E := EndA(AJ) is k-semisimple.

The heredity ideal J is of separable (resp., semisplit, split) type provided that E is separable (resp.,

semisplit, split) over k. Recall that a k-algebra E is separable if the (E,E)-bimodule map E ⊗k E → E

is split. One says that E is semisplit if it is a finite direct product of algebras, each of which is separable

and has center k (i.e., each factor is an Azumaya algebra over k). If each factor is the endomorphism

algebra of a finite projective k-module, then E is called split1).

Semisimple algebras over commutative rings arise in the context of relative homological algebra. Al-

ternatively, a (finitely generated) k-algebra E is k-semisimple if and only if the k(p)-algebras E(p) are

k-semisimple for all p ∈ Spec k. (See [6, Theorem 2.1]. This implies, in particular, that any k-algebra

Morita equivalent to E is k-semisimple. We will also need the facts that every separable k-algebra is

k-semisimple, and that every module projective over k for a k-semisimple algebra E is projective over E.

See [6, pp. 133–135].)

Most idempotent ideals J dealt with in this paper have the form J = AeA for an idempotent e ∈
A. Indeed, if the idempotent ideal J is projective as a left A-module, then A is Morita equivalent

to an algebra A′ having the property that the corresponding idempotent ideal J ′ is generated by an

idempotent e′ ∈ A′. In fact, for some positive integer n, we can take A′ = Mn(A), so that J ′ = Mn(J) =

Mn(A)e′Mn(A) for some idempotent e′ ∈ Mn(A). (See [6, Remark 1.4(b)] for more details.)

The following proposition is new in an integral context. Note that properties (0) and (3) in the

definition of a heredity ideal are not used.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose A is a k-algebra which is projective over k, and J is an ideal in A satisfying

Conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1, i.e., J = J2 is projective as a left A-module. Then the following

statements hold:

(a) E := EndA(AJ) is projective over k.

(b) If J = AeA for some idempotent e ∈ A, then E is Morita equivalent to eAe.

(c) If J = AeA for some idempotent e ∈ A, then eA is a projective left eAe-module. Also, the natural

multiplication map Ae⊗eAe eA → J is bijective, even at the derived category level, i.e., Ae⊗L
eAe eA

∼→ J .

1) In particular, full matrix algebras over k are split. This often occurs for quasi-hereditary algebras using integral standard

modules (see [12, Lemma 1.6] and its proof).
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Corollary 2.8. Let A be as in Theorem 2.6. Assume that

0 = J0 ⊆ J1 ⊆ J2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jt = A (2.4)

is a sequence of idempotent ideals. The following statements hold:

(a) The k-algebra A is quasi-hereditary with defining sequence (2.4) if and only if, for each p ∈ Spec k,

the algebra A(p) is quasi-hereditary with defining sequence

0 = J0(p) ⊆ J1(p) ⊆ J2(p) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jt(p) = A(p). (2.5)

(For any given p ∈ Spec k, when these conditions hold, the isomorphisms Ji(p) ∼= Ji(p) are also valid.)

(b) The k-algebra A is quasi-hereditary of separable type with separable type defining sequence (2.4) if

and only if, for each maximal ideal p in k, the k(p)-algebra A(p) is quasi-hereditary of separable type with

separable type defining sequence (2.5).

(c) Assume that k is a Noetherian integrally closed domain. Assume also that for each i, 0 6 i < t,

A/Ji is projective over k. The k-algebra A is then quasi-hereditary of semisplit type with semisplit type

defining sequence (2.4) if and only if, for each prime ideal p ∈ Spec k of height 6 1, the k(p)-algebra A(p)

is quasi-hereditary of semisplit type with semisplit type defining sequence (2.5).

(d) Assume that k is a regular domain of dimension 6 2. Assume also that for each i, 0 6 i < t,

A/Ji is projective over k. The k-algebra A is then quasi-hereditary of split type with split type defining

sequence (2.4) if and only if, for each prime ideal p ∈ Spec k of height 6 1, the k(p)-algebra A(p) is

quasi-hereditary of split type with split type defining sequence (2.5).

Remark 2.9. (a) Parts (a) and (b) of Corollary 2.8 are essentially the same as Parts (a) and (b) in [6,

Theorem 3.3]. We essentially adapted the arguments given in [6] to obtain Theorems 2.6(a) and 2.6(b)

above. Part (c) of [6, Theorem 3.3] is parallel to Corollary 2.8(c) above, but for a smaller class of

algebras k, omitting the assumption that the A/Ji be projective over k. This omission appears to be a

mistake, and in any case the proof given in [6] is incorrect. For example, the assertion on [6, p. 141] that

the (E(m), A(m))-bimodule J(m) has J(m) as a homomorphic image appears to be wrong.

(b) Rouquier [22, Theorem 4.15] gave a variation on Corollary 2.8(b) in a highest weight category

setting. In the present context, this is very close (but not identical) to using heredity ideals Ji/Ji−1 of

split type, and Corollary 2.8(c) holds as written using defining ideals with this property with a proof

similar to the proof above in the semisplit case. A similiar remark holds for Part (b) in Theorem 2.6.

3 Stratified algebras and their localizations

This section follows the outline of the previous section on integral QHAs. The idea is to weaken the notion

of a heredity ideal. As we see elsewhere, the new class of algebras, called standardly stratified algebras

(or SSAs), arise naturally in the study of the cross-characteristic representation theory of finite groups of

Lie type. Stratified algebras over a field (with some discussion over DVRs) were first introduced in [7].

The version we follow here, valid over general commutative rings, was first given in [11]. Essentially,

Condition (3) in the definition of a heredity ideal in Definition 2.1 is dropped to give the notion of a

standard stratifying ideal. In particular, Proposition 2.2(c) of the previous section could have been used

to begin this section.

As in Section 2, let k be a Noetherian commutative ring, and let A be a k-algebra, always assumed to

be a finite k-module which projective over k. We make the following definition, analogous to the notion

of a heredity ideal.

Definition 3.1. An ideal J in A is called a standard stratifying ideal if the following conditions hold:

(0) A/J is projective over k;

(1) J is A-projective as a left A-module.

(2) J2 = J .

Observe that, in particular, a heredity ideal is a standard stratifying ideal. With the above notion, we

can make the following definition.
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decreasing (resp., increasing) filtration G on X (resp., ff on Y), and whose 
morphisms are defined in the natural way. For example, given (Y, ff) E 

filt - - <> - <> - <> - <> Ob( ~R ), we have (Y, F) = (Y , F ) E Ob(,4~mt), where (F )i = 

(Y/ffi)<>. In particular, observe that Griff<> c (Griff)<>, though equality 
need not hold. We will use several times below (see the proof of (1.2.10), 
for example) the following fact: Suppose (Y, ff) E Ob( ~}lt) and Ext~ 
(Y ;ffi+ 1, f) = 0 for some i. Then Griff<> = (Griff)<>. This follows easily 
from the long exact sequence of cohomology. 

The definition below of a stratifying system for A%' generalizes that given 
in [CPS4, Subsect. 6.4] for fields. 

(1.2.4) DEFINITION. Let A be a finite quasi-poset. Suppose for A E A 
there is given Li(J\) E Ob(,4~) which is projective over .Z. Then {Li(J\)h is 
a stratifying system for A~ provided that, for each A E A, there is given 
P(J\) E Ob(proj(,4~)) and a surjective morphism P(J\) -* Li(J\) satisfying 
the following three conditions: 

(1) For A,µ EA, if HomA-(P(J\), Li(µ)) -=I= 0, then A< µ. 

(2) For A E A, there is a given decreasing filtration GA of P(J\) (of 
length t(J\)) with GriGA - Li( vA.) (0 < i < t(J\)) where A < vA. i E A and 
vA,O = A. 

(3) Any irreducible A-module is a homomorphic image of some 
Li(J\). 

Suppose condition (2) is replaced by the stronger condition: 

(2') For A E A, there is given a decreasing filtration GA of P(J\) (of 
length t(J\)) satisfying GriGA = Li(vA.) where A< vA.i for O < i < t(J\) and 
vA,O = A. 

In this case, we say the stratifying system is strict. 

Suppose that we are given a stratifying system for A%' with respect to a 
quasi-poset A. Define an equivalence relation on A by putting A ,.., µ if 
and only if Li(J\) - Li(µ). By (1.2.4(1)), the corresponding equivalence 
classes are contained in cells of A. Hence, there is a quasi-poset structure 
on the set Amin of equivalence classes so that the quotient map A ---+ Amin• 

A ~ A, is a morphism of quasi-posets. If we put Li(A) = X(J\) for all 
A E Amin and any A E A, then {Li(A)h: is a stratifying system for A%'. We do 
not require A = Amin in (1.2.4) because, in practice, the larger quasi-posets 
A sometimes appear natural.!,y; _ see (2.4.3) and (2.5.2) below. Also, in 
(1.2.4), we do not insist that d(J\) is indecomposable. When .Z is a field 
and the stratification is strict, the indecomposable components of the Li(A) 
all have simple heads [CPS4, (6.4.6)], and can be uniquely defined in terms 
of their heads and the order relation, cf. [CPS4, (2.2.2(d))]. 
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When {l(A)h is a stratifying system for A~• we call the l(A) the 
standard objects for A~· We now give conditions for checking that a 
collection of modules is a stratifying system. On particular, the notion 
behaves well under base change.) 

(1.2.5) LEMMA. Let A be a finite quasi-poset, and for each A E A, let 

l(A) E Ob(,4~). For A E A, assume that l(A) E Ob(proj(~z)) and that 
there is given (P(A), cJ>-) E Ob(A~mt) where P(A) E Ob(proj(,4~)) and cJ>
satisfies (1.2.4(2)). Then the following four statements are equivalent: 

(1) {l(A)hE A is a stratifying system for A~· 

(2) {l(A)kh EA is a stratifying system for Ak~' for any k = .Z /m, where 
m is a maximal ideal of .Z. 

(3) {l(A\hE A is a stratifying system for Ak~' for each field k which is a 
%-algebra. 

(4) {l(A)z,}>.E A is a stratifying system for Az,~' for each commutative 
.Z algebra .Z'. 

Finally, assume that (1.2.4(2')) holds and, in the statements of (1), (2), (3), 
( 4) above, the phrase "stratifying system" is replaced by "strict stratifying 
system." Then the resulting statements are equivalent. 

Proof Assume that (1) holds, and let .Z' be as in (4). Each l(A)z, is a 
homomorphic image of P(A)z, E Ob(proj(Az, ~)). Also, each l(A)z, is a 

projective %'-module. If Hom,4 ,(P(A)z,, l( µ)z,) =I= 0, then, by (1.2.2), 
.2' - -

for some field k which is a %'-algebra, Hom,4k(P(A)k, d( µ)k) =I= 0; so that 
(1.2.2) implies that Hom,4(P(A), l( µ)) =I= 0, whence, A < µ by hypothesis. 
Thus, (1.2.4(1)) holds over%'. Because each l(A) E Ob(proj(.Z)), G;, is a 
decreasing filtration of P(A)z, as required by (1.2.4(2)). Using (1.2.1) with 
P = EB>. P(A) we ~ee that any irreducible .Az,-module is ~ homomorphic 
image of some d(A)z,; thus, (1.2.4(3)) holds for the d(A)z'· Hence, 
(1) ==> (4). The other implications are clear. We leave the proof of the final 
assertion on strictness to the reader. I 

Later we will use the following result on Ext. We omit the standard 
proof (by dimension shifting). See [CPS4, (6.4.2)] for a similar argument. 

(1.2.6) LEMMA. Suppose that {l(A)hE A is a stratifying system for A~· Let 
A, µ E A be fixed elements satisfying Exti (l(A), l( µ)) =I= 0 for some non
negative integer i. Then A < µ. Suppose further, in the notation of (1.2.4(2)), 
that i > 0, and A< v>..j for all j > 0.3 Then A<µ. 

30f course, this latter condition always holds if {Li(A)h is a strict stratifying system. 
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- - -An idea J of A is called a stratifying ideal provided that J is a %-direct 

summand of A and, Joi: any M, N _E Qb(1111~). inflation_ def~nes an 
isomorphism ExtA';J(M, N) - ExtA'(M, N). A sequence O = 10 c;. 11 c;. ··· 

- - -c;. Jn = A of stratifying ideals in A is called a stratification of length n. If 
each J;;J;_ 1 is a projective (left) A/f;_ cmodule, the stratification is 
called standard. - -If two algebras A and A' are Morita equivalent, it is obvious that a 
stratifying syste1!_l for A%' determines one for A'~· The following result 
shows that if A has a stratification of length n, so does any Morita 
equivalent algebra. (See, for example, [CPS4, (2.l.6(a))] where a similar 
result is proved.) 

(1.2.7) LEMMA. Suppose that A has a stratification O = f0 c;_ fi c;. · ·· c;. 
~ = A of length n. Let PE Ob(proj(A-W)) be a progenerator of A%' and 
consider the Morita equivalent algebra A = End A-(P). Then A also has a 
stratification of length n. If the stratification for A is standard, that for A can 
be taken to be standard also. 

Proof It is well known that f ~ HomA-(P, fp) <!_efines _an equivalence 
between the lattice of ideals of A and that of A'. If J is a %-direct 
summand of A (i.e., the inclusion f c A is split as %-modules), then it is 
easy to see that HomA-(P, fp) is a _%-di!:_ect summand of A. Also, since P 
is a progenerator, given an ideal J of A, the full subcategory A/i~ of A~ 

has objects which are precisely the homomorphic images of finite direct 
sums of copies of P / JP. Therefore, the equivalence Hom A-(P, - ) : A~ ~A'~ 

restricts to define an equivalence A I i~ ~ A'; i' ~, where i' = Hom A-(P, 

f P). Jhus, f is a stratifying ideal of A if and only if i' is a stratifying ideal 
of A'. This establishes the first assertion of the lemma. 

If J E Ob(proj(A~)), then i' = HomA-(P, fp) E Ob(proj(.Ji~)). Since 
A/ i' - End A I iP / fp) and P / fp is a progenerator for A I i~, the second 
assertion follows. I 

The argument for [CPS4, (6.4.5)] and (1.2.7) give the following result. 

(1.2.8) THEOREM. Assume that A~ has a stratifying system {XC\)h EA. 

The algebra A has a stratification O = fo c;_ fi c;. · · · c;. ~ = A of length 
n = #A. If the stratifying system is strict, then the stratification can be chosen 
to be standard. 

The following hypothes!_s (generalizing [CPS4, (6.4. 7)]) gives a criterion 
for stratifying A~, when A is an endomorphism algebra. 

_ (1.2.9) HYPOTHESIS. Let R bf a finite and projective algebra over%. ~et 
T be a finitely generated right R-module, projective over %, and put A = 
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End R(f ). Assume f = EB
A e At Ell 

m A is a fixed direct sum decomposition,
where A is a finite quasi-poset. (No assumption that the fA are indecompos
able or even non-isomorphic is imposed.) For ,\ E A, assume gfoen an 
R-submodule SA � t and an increasing filtration i{ of t ( of length t( ,\))
such that the following three conditions hold:

(1) For A EA, there is a fixed sequence vA
,
O• vA

,
l• ••. , vA

,
t(A)-l in A

such that v
ll,

O = A and, for i > 0, vA
,
i >A.For O < i < t(A), there is given a

fixed isomorphism Gr ij{ - Sv . ·

A,, 

(2) For A,µ E A, HomR(S
µ
, t) =I= 0 ==> A < µ.

(3) For all A E A, we have Extk(t;ft;, f) = 0 for all i.

In establishing the following result, we use the notation (1.2.3). 

(1.2.10) THEOREM. Assume that Hypothesis (1.2.9) holds. For ,\ E A, 
put Li(A) = HomR(S

A
, f) and assume that each Li(A) is %-projective. Then 

{Li(A)h e A is a stratifying system for ACjf with respect to A. If the inequalities in
(1.2.9(1)) can be replaced by strict inequalities ii i > A for all i > 0, the 
system is strict. 

- -A - -
<> • -A -

i <> • • Proof Put (P(A), G ) = (�. FA
) , 1.e., Gi = (�/FJ , Vz. The discus-

sion immediately above (1.2.4) and (1.2.9(3)) imply that each Grl; A -
(Gr ii{)<> , so (1.2.4(2)) holds. Since each Li(A) E Ob(proj(Cj?z)), each .P(A) 
E Ob(proj(Cj?z)), too. Thus, A= EB

A 
P(A)EllmA is %-projective. 

Observe that (1.2.9(3)) also implies that each Li(A) is a homomorphic 
image of .P(A). Since HomA-(.P(A), Li(µ)) ::: HomR(S

µ
, t). (1.2.9(2)) ==> 

(1.2.4(1)). 
Finally, for_ any field k which is an %-algebra, Ak = EB

A 
P_(A)f m\ so any 

irreducible A
k
-module is a homomorphic image of some P(A). Since the 

sections of {; ll have the form Li(µ), µ E A, any irreducible .A-module is a 
homomorphic image of some Li(µ), so (1.2.4(3)) holds. The final assertion 
is clear. I 

In (1.2.13) below we give a method for checking th� (1.2.9(3)) holds 
when % is a domain with fraction field K such that R K is semisimple. 
When % = k is a field (and R is not semisimple), it is generally not easy 
to verify that cs>ndition (1.2.9(3)) holds-in fact, in many cases, it may fail, 
even though A has an interesting stratification; see Subsection 3.2 below. 
One way to obtain a stratification in the field case is to check (1.2.9) over a 
larger ring % having k as a homomorphic image, using (1.2.10) over % 
and (1.2.9). Of course, this requires at least that all data defining A over k
exist over% (something which often happens). For another, more compli
cated, way to work strictly over k itself, see Subsection 1.3 below. 
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the unique maximal element. Thus, (2.4.11.1) holds trivially if A = g or {. 
If A=µ or v, (2.3.6) impl!es that Gr 0t,.9'/ = Sf and Gr 1F;.,.9'/ = Sf are the 
two nonzero sections of FA, .9'/· Hence, (2.4.11.1) holds in this case, too. I

Consideration of type B
3 

shows that this result does not extend to 
higher rank. Instead, a role for standard stratifications, as well as dual left 
cell modules, is suggested by Conjecture (2.5.2) in the next subsection. 

2.5. More on Cell Filtrations. We discuss possible stratifications arising 
from a refinement of the "Specht modules" Sf (2.4.2). Even in type A, the 
module Sf is not always a classical Specht module (e.g., as defined in 
[DJl, Sect. 4]), although this is true for the modules S

A 
defined below. 

As in Subsection 2.3, let A be the power-set of S and let n be the set of 
left (Kazhdan-Lusztig) cells in W. The quasi-poset structure <L on W
induces a poset structure, still denoted <L , on n. (In fact, (ll, <L ) is the 
poset associated to the quasi-poset (W, <L ).) 

- - - -

Consider the dual left cell filtration F = Fs on H = XefI defined in 
(2.3.7). For w E n, let Sw be the corresponding dual left cell module-Le., 
if w = wi , then Sw = Gr m - ift. For A EA, Sw;.,i::: Gr ncift;., where the wA,i
and the (increasing) dual left cell filtration ft;. of t = x Aii are defined in 
(2.3.7). 

For w E ll, Li(w) = HomH,(Sw , f) E Ob(4�) is the corresponding left

cell module for A= EndH(f). 

(2.5.1) THEOREM. Let %' be a commutative %-algebra, and put A' = 
EndH ,(Tz ,). Then A' = EBAE A 

.P(A)z,, where P(A) = HomH(t. f). Each
P(A)z , has a (decreasing) filtration G A,% ' satisfying Grn - i

c; A,Z ' :::
- - J,. 

d(wA,)z '· Finally, for w Ell, d(w)z , is %'-free.

Proof First, suppose %' = %. The filtration G A = (fi;.f> (in the nota
tion of (1.2.3)) has the required property, using (2.3.9.2). By (2.3.9(b)), for 
w En, Li(w) is %-free. This proves the theorem when %' = %. The 
general case follows by base change and (2.4.4.1). I

Except in type A, one does not know that (1.2.4(2)) holds for appropri
ate summands P(w)_ of .P(A). We expect that this filtration condition does 
hold if we replace A' by a larger endomorphism algebra: 

(2.5.2) CONJECTURE. Suppose that ii is a Hecke algebra of Lie type over
% (cf. Subsection 2.1). There exists XE Ob(�H) such that:

(1) X has a (increasing) filtration with sections of the form Sw , w E n.

(2) Let f+ = f EB X, and let %' be any commutative %-algebra. Put
A}, = EndH,(f;,) and, for w E ll, Li +(w)z , = HomH,(Sw , f+ )z'· Then
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has a ;.;t ratification iIJ the general sense of (�.1.4) of length 

\Ve also conjecture that it is possible to choose the stratifying ideals J1 and 
]71 _1 in (:2.1.4! to hP related m specific ways to trw trivial and sign n1odules of 
HV, and t ha1 the st.ratificatiun can be wrified through a slight variatio11 oft he 
Stratification Hy pothe:,is ( ;3 .1.1). These statements are explained in the next 
section. \Ve do not conjecture that the stratification is standard. (Thus, we 
modify the conjecture from a previous vcr::;ion of this paper. ) 26 

The conjPcture is true if H' � 6r , and, indeed, more is true-namely. A is 
a quasi-her('d1tary algeln;i in tlus case. The same holds if �V has type H and 
char (k) f 2. since, using a special case of J).n; (4.17)], the group algebra Hl; 
is, in this case, Morita equivalent to a direct product of group algebras of direct 
products of (nm) symmetric groups. (The permutation modules also decompose 
compatibly.) \Ve expect a similar argument would apply for type D, though we 
have not checked the details. 

By (6.1). tl1e conjecturt' b also trne for the dilwdral group D8 in characteristic 
2, as noted above. (It is true trivially in other charactefr,tics.) 

It would be reasonable to make a similar conjecture for finite Chevalley groups 
G(q), q a prime power, ming T1 k(;(q)/P,, P1 a standard parabolic sub
group, and 'f - Ef) T1. However, one should assume that k hits characteristic 
d1ffer(:'lll frorn the definiug ,haract<":ristic nf G (and, probably, that the charac
teristic 1s "good" for the root system of G). Again, such a conjecture is true 
when G(q) is the special (or general) linear group, by ,vork in [DJlJ. identify
ing A. En<lkG(q)(T) as a q-Schur algebra. (The latter is quasi-hereditary by 
[PVV]: SPP also [CPS,1].) 111 trnpublished work, pn1ce1lin� the present paper, Du 
and Scutt provPd that A is qua.si-her('ditary when G(rl} Sp(4, '2) and char 
{k) # 2. (Heccntly, they have been workini:; to demonstrate'. an '·'appruxirnation" 
to ,4 by a quasi-hereditary algebra, in the spirit of the footnote beluw, when 
G(q) = Sp(2n. 2).) Geck and Hiss [GK] have examined a similar situation for 
type F:6 (as WPll as some otlwr classical groups) at a character theoreti{· level. 
obtaininµ; :1 tri;rngular decor!lposition matrix for the pri11ci11;.1J blot·k co11triL11tion 
(as part of ,1 larger matrix for 11ilpotent characters) \Vt' do not yd know if the 
underlying algebra is quasi-hereditary or has a nontrivial stratification in the E6 

case. 

6.4. St.ratifying systPms 

111 this section, we prcsen1 a. very general method fur strat.ifying a module 
category AC which leads to a stratification of the algebra A in the sense of 

26 Stratificarions which are ;,tau<lard and thus have a richer �tructure may naturally arise 
thuu1,;h a modifi,-ation of the construction, rl-'placin2; 'I' h:v T' = T X for a suitabk i-i'-mod11IP 
X. Following rcm,::1.rk� of .lie Du, we exrwct (with 1)11) that cl' = 1·ndc·R (T') ,·cnt!d hav;� ,1 

11at.11ral stanfbrd :,stratification with the 5an1e rmmber uf :,tra.ta ,,-, t ,h>-sidcd cells, ctrnl wit.Ii T
and X filtered by dual right cell modules. (Note that A ':::' eA'e for an idempotent e E A',
so that AC is ·'approximated" ( as a quotient category) by the standardly stratified module
category .41C, if X is sufficiently small or natural.) We expect similar statements to hold for
integral liftings f of T in the sense of Chapter 4. According to ( 4.7.2(b)) this predicts the
vanishing of certain -groups associated to T and its filtration by dual right cell modules.

Leonard
Highlight
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Abstract .  This paper shows how the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory of cells can be 
directly applied to establish the quasi-heredity of q-Schur algebras. The applica- 
tion arises because of a very strong homological property enjoyed by certain cell 
filtrations for q-permutation modules. 

Introduct ion  

This note points out a direct connection between the quasi-heredity of 
q-Schur algebras and the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory [KL1] of cells for Coxeter 
groups. The connection is based on a remarkable homological property - 
discovered in [DPS] - enjoyed by cell filtrations of certain induced (or q- 
permutation) modules for Hecke algebras. 

More precisely, consider the generic Hecke algebra H over Z = Z[q, q-l] 

associated to the symmetric group W = ~r .  Let V be a free Z-module of 
rank n. The Hecke algebra H has a natural right action on tensor space 
~| and the corresponding q-Schur algebra can be defined as the endomor- 
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phism algebra End~(V| In practice, we work with the Morita equivalent 
algebra 

(1) Sq(n,r) = End~(  ( ~  ind~ IND,).  
AeA+(n,r) 

Here A + (n, r) is the set of partitions of r into at most n parts, H~ is the 
parabolic subalgebra corresponding to )~ E A+(n, r), and IND~ is the index 
character on _H;~. (See Section 2 for further explanation of notation.) The 
algebras Sq(n, r), which behave well with respect to base change, go back 
to the work of Dipper-James [DJ2]. They derive their importance, in part, 
from their close relationship with the non-describing representation theory 
of finite general linear groups GL(n, q); cf. [D]. 

There is a preorder ~_LR defined on W whose cells (equivalence classes 
for the relation x ~--LR Y & Y ~--LR X) are the two-sided Kazhdan-Lusztig 
cells of W. Denoting this set of two-sided cells by 2, ~ L R  defines a poset 
structure on this set. Let op ~--LR denote the opposite poset structure. 

M a i n  T h e o r e m .  The algebra A -- Sq(n,r) is Z-quasi-hereditary. In 
p articu~r, for any field k and ring homomorphism Z -+ k, the algebra 
Ak = A |  k is quasi-hereditary. There exists a subposet (E(n, r), <_~ 
o f  ~ op (~, <--L!a) which serves, for all k, as the weight poset for the associated 
highest weight category Ak-mod.  There exist A-modules ~(~), ~ E S(n , r ) ,  
such that, for any k as above, the Ak-modules ~(~)k obtained from ~(~) 
by base-change, are the standard objects for the highest weight category Ak 
mod. 

The notion of a Z-quasi-hereditary algebra first appeared in [CPS]. The 
proof that  -4k is quasi-hereditary was first given in [PW; (11:5.2)]). In [PW] 
it was assumed that  ql/~ C k and that  either q is not a root of unity or :kq 
is an odd root of unity. Using that  result, together with some (unpublished) 
work of Du-Scott ,  [CPS; (3.7.1)] established the quasi-heredity of A (over 
Z[q• In recent work, Donkin [Do; w has also given an argument for 
the quasi-heredity of Ak without restriction on q. His argument makes use 
of the representation theory of the quantum GL~ studied in [DD] (which 
has the advantage of avoiding the requirement in [PW] that  ql/2 E k); see 
also fM; p.200]. 

However, the cell theory point of view in the present paper is very different 
from that  used in the arguments mentioned above. (The methods are also 
completely unrelated to the theory of cellular algebras [GL].) It is part of 
a new general approach to Hecke endomorphism algebras. Also, as stated 
in its entirety, the Main Theorem, together with its proof, proves in type A 
a conjecture made in [DPS; (2.5.2)] - a statement about cell modules and 

(This page is all  for type  A.)
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We dedicate this paper to the memory of Robert Steinberg.

The (Iwahori–)Hecke algebra in the title is a q-deformation H of the group
algebra of a finite Weyl group W . The algebra H has a natural enlargement
to an endomorphism algebra A = EndH(T ) where T is a q-permutation
module. In type An (i.e., W ∼= Sn+1), the algebra A is a q-Schur algebra
which is quasi-hereditary and plays an important role in the modular rep-
resentation of the finite groups of Lie type. In other types, A is not always
quasi-hereditary, but the authors conjectured 20 year ago that T can be
enlarged to an H-module T + so that A+=EndH(T +) is at least standardly
stratified, a weaker condition than being quasi-hereditary, but with “strata”
corresponding to Kazhdan–Lusztig two-sided cells.

The main result of this paper is a “local” version of this conjecture in
the equal parameter case, viewing H as defined over Z[t, t−1], with the
localization at a prime ideal generated by a cyclotomic polynomial 82e(t),
e 6= 2. The proof uses the theory of rational Cherednik algebras (also known
as RDAHAs) over similar localizations of C[t, t−1]. In future papers, the
authors hope to prove global versions of the conjecture, maintaining these
localizations.

1. Introduction

Let G = {G(q)} be a family of finite groups of Lie type having irreducible (finite)
Coxeter system (W, S) [Curtis and Reiner 1987, (68.22)]. The pair (W, S) remains
fixed throughout this paper. Let B(q) be a Borel subgroup of G(q). There are index
parameters cs ∈ Z, s ∈ S, defined by

[B(q) : sB(q)∩ B(q)] = qcs, s ∈ S.
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xλH (also called q-permutation modules) have an increasing filtration with sections
Sω for various ω ∈� (precisely, those left cells ω whose right set R(ω) contains
λ).

Let T =
⊕

λ xλH, and A :=EndH(T ). For ω ∈�, put 1(ω) :=HomH(Sω, T )∈
A-mod. The algebra A is very well behaved in type A, a q-Schur algebra; a theme
of [Du et al. 1998] was that suitable enlargements, appropriately compatible with
two-sided cell theory, should have similar good properties for all types.

Each two-sided cell may be identified with the set of left cells it contains, and
the resulting collection � of sets of left cells is a partition of �. There are various
natural preorders on �, but we will be mainly interested in those whose associated
equivalence relation has precisely the set � as its associated partition. We call such
a preorder strictly compatible with �.

1C. A conjecture. Now we are ready to state the following conjecture, which is a
variation (see the Appendix) on [op. cit., Conjecture 2.5.2]. We informally think of
the algebra A+ in the conjecture as an extension of A as a Hecke endomorphism
algebra (justifying the title of the paper).

Conjecture 1.2. There exists a preorder ≤ on the set � of left cells in W, strictly
compatible with its partition � into two-sided cells, and a right H-module X such
that the following statements hold:

(1) X has an finite filtration with sections of the form Sω, ω ∈�.

(2) Let T + :=T ⊕X and put{
A+ := EndH(T +),
1+(ω) := HomH(Sω, T +), for any ω ∈�.

Then, for any commutative, Noetherian Z-algebra R, the set {1+(ω)R}ω∈� is a
strict stratifying system for A+R -mod relative to the quasi-poset (�,≤).

The main result of this paper, given in Theorem 5.6, establishes a special “local
case” of this conjecture. A more detailed description of this theorem requires some
preliminary notation. Throughout this paper, e is positive integer ( 6= 2 in our main
results). Let 82e(t) denote the (cyclotomic) minimum polynomial for a primitive
2eth root of unity

√
ζ = exp(2π i/2e) ∈ C. Fix a modular system (K ,Q, k) by

letting

(1C.1)


Q :=Q[t, t−1]

]p, where p= (82e(t));
K :=Q(t), the fraction field of Q;

k :=Q/m∼=Q(
√
ζ ), the residue field of Q.

Here m denotes the maximal ideal of the DVR Q. With some abuse of notation,
we sometimes identify

√
ζ with its image in k. (Without passing to an extension
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Put T̃ =
⊕

ω T̃ω and note T̃ + = T̃. We will apply Theorem 1.1 to T̃ and the
various T̃ω, where H̃ plays the role of the algebra B there, Q plays the role of
R there, S̃ω is Sλ, etc. We are required to the check three conditions (1), (2), (3)
in Theorem 1.1. The construction in Section 5B of dual left cell filtrations of the
various T̃ω is precisely what is required for the verification of (1).

Condition (2) translates directly to the requirement

HomH̃(S̃µ, T̃ω) 6= 0 =⇒ ω ≤ f µ

for given µ,ω. However, if HomH̃(S̃µ, T̃ω) 6= 0, then there must be a nonzero
HomH̃(S̃µ, S̃ω′) for some filtration section S̃ω′ of T̃ω. In particular, f (ω′)≥ f (ω).
Also, (S̃µ)K and (S̃ω′)K must have a common irreducible constituent, forcing the
two-sided cells containing µ and ω′ to agree. This gives f (µ) = f (ω′) ≥ f (ω);
so (2) holds.

Finally,

(5D.1) Ext1H̃(S̃µ, T̃ω)= 0 for all µ,ω.

This follows from the construction Section 5B for T̃ω = X̃ω and by Corollary 4.5
in case T̃ω = xλH̃. The conclusion of Theorem 1.1 now immediately gives the
theorem we are proving here. �

6. Identification of Ã+ = EndH̃(T̃ +)

The constructions in Section 5B of the modules X̃ω in the previous section work
just as well using the modules S̃E := S̃(E)∗ for E ∈ Irr(QW ) defined in (3A.5)
to replace the dual left cell modules S̃ω. This results in right H-modules X̃E . As
in the case of X̃ω, we have the following property, with the same proof. In the
statement of the following proposition, X̃E can be defined using either of the two
constructions.

Proposition 6.1. If e 6= 2, then Ext1H̃(S̃E ′, X̃E)= 0 for all E, E ′ ∈ Irr(QW ).

If we use the first construction given in Section 5B, the modules X̃E have strong
indecomposability properties, which the modules X̃ω, ω ∈�, generally do not have
with either construction. In the following proposition, we assume that X̃E is defined
by the first construction Section 5B.

The following result can be argued without using RDAHAs, but it is faster to quote
Rouquier’s 1-faithful covering theory, especially [Rouquier 2008, Theorem 5.3],
which applies to our e 6= 2 case, over R, where

R := (C[t, t−1
](t−
√
ζ ))
∧
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respectively. The R-module M/N has a basis consisting of all [C ′y] 6= 0 with
C ′y ∈M.

Write x=
∑

y ay[C ′y]with ay[C ′y] 6=0 and C ′y ∈M. Observe that, for y∈W, s∈ S,

(4.9) sy < y =⇒ TsC ′y = qcs C ′y .

Therefore, in the above expression for x , it may also be assumed that sy > y for
each nonzero term ay[C ′y]. Let aw[C ′w] 6= 0 be chosen with w maximal among
these y. In general, for sy > y, we have

TsC ′y =−C ′y +C ′sy +
∑
z<y
sz<z

bzC ′z

for various bz ∈ R. Equating coefficients of [C ′w] gives by (4.8) that (qcs+1)aw = 0,
since C ′w does not appear with any coefficient in the expressions TsC ′y with y 6= w
and sy > y. Now the hypothesis on zero divisors forces aw = 0, a contradiction. �

Remark 4.4. As observed in (4.9) above, elements x ∈M/N satisfying the conclu-
sion of Lemma 4.3 also satisfy its hypothesis (4.8). Next, suppose that λ⊆ S and
L is any HR-module. By Frobenius reciprocity, the R-module HomHR (HR xλ,L)
identifies with the R-submodule X ⊆ L consisting of all x ∈ L satisfying (4.8) for
all s ∈ λ. Suppose L can be realized as L=M/N, with M,N as in the statement
of Lemma 4.3. If qcs + 1 is invertible in R for all s ∈ λ, then the lemma implies
that X has an R-basis consisting of all nonzero [C ′y] in L with sy < y for all s ∈ λ.

Thus, if R′ is an R-algebra, then the R′-module HomHR′
(HR′xλ,LR′) has essen-

tially the “same basis.” This fact will be used in proving the following corollary.

In the result below, we allow cs 6= 1. In case cs = 1, assumption (2) is satisfied
for R =Q if and only if e 6= 2.

Corollary 4.5. Suppose R is a commutative domain with fraction field F, and
assume that R is also a Z-algebra. Let λ⊆ S. Assume that

(1) HF is semisimple;

(2) qcs + 1 is invertible in R, for each s ∈ λ.

Then, for any dual left cell module Sω,R over R,

Ext1HR
(Sω,R, xλHR)= 0.

Proof. Put S := Sω,R . Using condition (1) and [Du et al. 1998, Lemma 1.2.13], it
suffices to prove, for each R′ = R/〈d〉 (d ∈ R), that the map

HomHR (S, xλHR)−→ HomHR′
(SR′, xλHR′)

is surjective. Here SR′ = S⊗R R′.
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the construction of Xω in [DPS17a, Thm. 4.7], but achieve the desired vanishing
Ext1

E[
(S, xJH) = 0 (with a suitable choice of (A[,E[)). We lay this out in detail in

the following discussion, the next lemma, and the two theorems following it.

For the rest of this section, we consider the special case when H is the Hecke algebra
H (so that K = Z) associated to a weighted Coxeter system (W,S, L).

The right-set of an element w ∈ W is defined as the set R(x) = {s ∈ S |xs < x}.
Then, if w ≤L y, it is known (and elementary) that R(x) ⊇ R(y) [Lus03, Lem. 8.6].
For example, if J ⊆ S, let w0,J be the longest word in WJ . Clearly, R(w0,J) = J .
Thus, if ω ∈ Ω contains w0,I and w0,J , for subsets I, J of S, then, if w0,I ≤L w0,J ≤L
w0,I , so I = J .

Now consider the exact category

(A[(L
∗),E[(L

∗)) (5.0.24)

which was constructed in §4. If M = Sω ∈ L ∗ for a left cell ω ∈ Ω, then we write
Xω for XM defined in the statement of Theorem 5.4.

Let Ω′ be the set of all left cells that do not contain the longest element of a
parabolic subgroup. Put

T :=
⊕
J⊆S

xJH ∈ A[(L
∗) and X :=

⊕
ω∈Ω′

Xω ∈ A[(L
∗). (5.0.25)

Given ω ∈ Ω, let T†ω := Xω if ω ∈ Ω′. If ω 6∈ Ω′, then ω contains the longest word
w0,J of a parabolic subgroup WJ of W . In fact, the subset J is uniquely determined
by remarks above. Thus, if ω ∈ Ω\Ω′ we set T+

ω := xJH. Put

T+ :=
⊕
ω∈Ω

T+
ω = T ⊕ X. (5.0.26)

If desired, the multiplicities of the summands T†ω can be increased. However, the new
module and (5.0.26) have Morita equivalent endomorphism algebras.

For ω, ω′ ∈ Ω, define a preorder

ω � ω′ ⇐⇒ either [h(ω) < h(ω′)] or [h(ω) = h(ω′) and ω ∼LR ω′] (5.0.27)

(compare the order ≤f given on [DPS15, p.236]). Recall that h = hr has been
constructed so that it is compatible with ≤op

LR on Ω. In particular, it is constant
on two-sided cells.

It follows from the definition above that the equivalence classes of � are precisely
the two-sided cells, satisfying a requirement in [DPS98a, Conj. 1.2]. More is true
along these lines: the peorders ≤op

LR and � share a compatible height function h.
In addition, ≤op

LR strongly dominates �,12 so that any height function compatible
with � is also compatible with ≤op

LR (as well as with ≤op
L ). See Proposition A.5 (and

Proposition A.4.)
We have the following elementary result.

12To check this, suppose that ω, ω′ ∈ Ω and ω <op
LR ω′. Since h is compatible with ≤op

LR, we
have h(ω) < h(ω′). Thus, ω � ω′. However, it is not possible for ω ∼LR ω′, since h is constant on
two-sided cells. So ω ≺ ω′. Since we already know for ω, ω′ ∈ Ω, that ω ∼LR ω′ implies ω ∼≺ ω′,
we have proved that ≤op

LR strictly dominates �.
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Lemma 5.6. Let J ⊆ S, and let w0,J be the long word in the parabolic subgroup WJ .
The following sets A, B, C are equal.

(1) A = {w ∈ W |R(w) ⊇ J}.
(2) B = {w = uw0,J | `(w) = `(u) + `(w0,J)}.
(3) C = {w ∈ W |w ≤L w0,J}.

Proof. Let w ∈ A, and write w = uv, where v ∈ WJ and u is a distinguished left WJ -
coset representative. For s ∈ J , it follows that ws < w, so vs < v. Thus, v = w0,J and
w ∈ B. Conversely, if w = uw0,J ∈ B, then it follows easily that u is a distinguished
left WJ -coset representative. So J ⊆ R(uw0,J), and B ⊆ A. Thus, A = B. Next,
w ≤L w0,J implies R(w) ⊇ R(w0,J), so C ⊆ A. Given w = uw0,J ∈ B, let si1 · · · sir be
a reduced expression for u. Because `(w) = `(u)+`(w0,J), it follows that, if 1 < m ≤ r
and um := sim · · · sir , then sm−1umw0,J > umw0,J , so that sm−1umw0,J ≤L umw0,J .
Thus, w ≤L w0,J and w ∈ C. �

Theorem 5.7. In the notation of Lemma 5.6, let ω ∈ Ω and assume that, for some
J ⊆ S, w0,J ∈ ω, where w0,J is the long word in WJ . Then xJH has an increasing
filtration in the exact category (A[(L

∗), (E[(L
∗)) with sections direct sums of dual

left cell modules Sω′, starting with with Sω ⊆ xJH, and the other sections having sum-
mands Sω′ satisfying ω <L ω

′. This filtration can be taken to be the height filtration
for any height functon h compatible with ≤op

LR.

Proof. We consider the left module HxJ and then apply the contravariant duality
(−)∗. We use the construction of the height filtration for HxJ above Corollary 3.4.
The quasi-poset ideal V used in the construction from [DPS98a, Lem. 2.3.5] is, by
inspection of the latter lemma, the set (A) in Lemma 5.6, which is also the set (C). In
particular, ω generates V as a quasi-poset with preorder ≤L. The construction uses
a height function which we will take to hl = −h for a given height function h = hr
compatible with ≤op

LR. (Thus, hl = −h is compatible with ≤LR and, therefore, with
≤L. Hence, ω has a unique maximal height among all left cells in the construction.
The left cell module S(ω) is a quotient in this height filtration of HxJ , and the left
cell modules S(ω′), which must satisfy ω′ <L ω, must appear in lower sections. The
lemma now follows by duality. �

The following is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 5.8. Let T+ = T ⊕ X and A+ = EndH(T+). For ω ∈ Ω, put ∆(ω) =
HomH(Sω, T

+) and P (ω) = HomH(T+
ω , T

+). Then {∆(ω), P (ω)}ω∈Ω is a stratifying
system for the category A+-mod with respect to the quasi-poset (Ω,�).

Proof. By Remark 2.5(c) the left A-modules ∆(ω), ω ∈ Ω, are automatically K -
projective, even K -free. (Recall that K = Z.) If ω ∈ Ω′, Xω is, by construction, a
free K -module. Also, for ω ∈ Ω\Ω′, T+

ω = Tω is a free K -module by Theorem 5.7.
Now we must verify the conditions (1), (2) and (3) in the Stratification Hypothesis

2.2. Given ω ∈ Ω′, Condition (1) follows from Theorem 5.4. If ω ∈ Ω\Ω′, then
Condition (1) follows from Theorem 5.7.

Suppose that ω, ω′ ∈ Ω, and HomA[(L ∗)(Sω, T
+
ω′) 6= 0. Then HomHK (Sω,K , Sτ,K) 6=

0, so for some τ ∈ Ω, ω′ � τ . Thus, ω′ � ω. This proves (2).
Finally, we prove condition (3). In case ω ∈ Ω′, we have can apply the 4-term exact

sequence in [DPS17a, Prop. A.2] and the vanishing of Ext1
E[(L ∗)

(S,X) in Theorem
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5.4 to conclude that condition (3) holds in this case. If ω ∈ Ω\Ω′, we can argue in
the same way, but using Theorem 5.7 and Proposition 4.1.

�

Remark 5.9. If W is the Weyl group of a finite group of Lie type, the above theorem
proves the conjecture stated in [DPS15, Conj. 1.2]. The second part of this conjecture
states that the theorem holds for some preorder � with the same equivalence classes
(two-sided cells) as ≤op

LR. The actual preorder � in the theorem above satisfies this
condition on equivalence classes, and is quite close to ≤op

LR. This second part of
[DPS15, Conj. 1.2] is phrased in the language of base ring extensions of Z, but it is
sufficient to check it over Z, by [DPS98a, Lem. 1.2.5(4)]. The first (remaining) part
of the conjecture deals with the filtration of T† by dual left cell modules, and follows
easily from the construction given above. Our construction here is, in fact, much
more informative than that envisioned by part 1 of the conjecture. For example, Xω

is built as an object in A[(L
∗). As such, it has a height filtration with sections direct

sums of dual left cell modules. Also, left cells associated to distinct sections always
lie in distinct two-sided cells.

6. Maximal orders arising from Lusztig’s asymptotic form J

Let H be the Hecke algebra over Z = Z[t, t−1], as defined in §2. Put Z\ := ZS, the
localization of Z at the multiplicative set S generated by the bad primes of W . Set
H\ = Z\ ⊗Z H. Of course, Z\ is a unique factorization domain of dimension 2 (which
is regular). Its height one prime ideals are the principal ideals (p), p ∈ Z a good
prime, and (f(t)), where f(t) 6= 0,±1,±t is an irreducible polynomial in Z[t] which
has content 1.

Before going further we introduce some general terminology on lattices and orders
over a noetherian integral domain K . We have K = Z or Z\ in mind. Often it will
be convenient to let K be the fraction field of K , e.g., K = Q(t) if K = Z or Z\.

Definition 6.1. For any finite dimensional K-space V , a full lattice in V is a finite
K -submodule M in V such that K ·M = V , where K ·M = {

∑
i rimi(finite sum) |

ri ∈ K,mi ∈ M}. An order is a subring O of a finite dimensional K-algebra A,
having the same identity as A, such that O is a full K -lattice in A. (Unless otherwise
noted, from now on, the term “lattice” refers to a “full lattice.”) An order O in A is
a maximal order if it is not properly contained in a larger order in A.

We need some further notation, mostly taken from [Lus03]. For w ∈ W , let
sgn(w) = (−1)l(w). The map

T̃w 7→ T̃ †w := sgn(w)T̃−1
w−1 (6.0.28)

defines a Z-algebra involution h 7→ h† of H. See [Lus03, (3.5)]. Next, for z ∈ W ,
let a(z) be the smallest non-negative integer such that, for all x, y ∈ W , ta(z)hx,y,z ∈
Z≥0[x]. Here hx,y,z is the structure constant defined in (2.0.4). Then let γx,y,z ∈ Z be
the coefficient of ta(z) in hx,y,z.

Next, we define two orders in (isomorphic copies of) HQ(t) in the sense of Definition
6.1. The first one JZ = Z⊗Z J is the base change of a Z-algebra J, defined below and
called Lusztig’s asymptotic form. The order JZ contains a copy of H. The second
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Choose a Z\-free J\-lattice E\ of EQ(t). Define

S\(E) := E\$\ , S\E := HomZ\(S
\(E),Z\) (7.0.38)

which belong to H\-mod and mod-H\, respectively. Note that S\(E) and S\E are the
natural H\-forms for the HQ[t,t−1]-modules S(E) and SE defined in [DPS15, §3].

Theorem 7.3. Let N be a finite direct sum of left cell modules for H, and let N \ :=
NZ\ be the corresponding module for H\. Suppose M is a direct summand of the H\-
module N \. Then M \ admits a direct sum decomposition M \ = ⊕ri=1Mi in H\-mod
such that each Mi

∼= S\(Ei) for some Ei ∈ Irr(QW ). The modules Mi and their
multiplicities in M \ are uniquely determined by MK. (Here K = Q(t) as before.)

Proof. By Theorem 7.1, N is the restriction to H of a module for JZ. Thus, N \ is
the restriction to H\ of a module for the order J\, and the same statement holds for
M by Lemma 7.2(b). Write MK = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lr, where the Li are irreducible J

\
K-

modules. Then Li = (L′I)K for some lattice in L′i. In fact, we may take Li ∼= (Ei)Q(t)

and L′i
∼= S\(Ei) as above. Thus, MK

∼= ⊕iL′i ∼= ⊕S\(Ei)K and M ∼= ⊕S\(Ei) by
Corollary 6.6.. The last sentence is again a consequence of Corollary 6.6. By Corollary
6.6, the L′i and their multiplicities are uniquely determined. �

Corollary 7.4. Let N1, N2 be left cell modules for H, and suppose M1,M2 are direct
summands of N \

1, N
\
2, respectively. Then M1

∼= M2 as H\-modules if and only if
(M1)Q(t)

∼= (M2)Q(t) as HQ(t)-modules.

This is clear from the proof of above theorem applied to N = N1⊕N2. In fact, one
can take N1, N2 to be finite direct sums of left cell modules. The proof shows that,
if M is a direct summand of N \, then the isomorphism class of the H\-module M is
determined by that of HK-module MK .

8. Application: the quasi-heredity of A†\

Keep the notation of §5. We prove a result which strengthens Theorem 5.8. We
maintain the notation of §5, so, in particular, A+ = EndH(T+) is a certain endomor-
phism algebra over Z has a stratifying system {∆($), P ($)}ω∈Ω. Now base change
to Z\ and set A+† = Z\ ⊗ A+\.

Theorem 8.1. The algebra A+\ is split quasi-hereditary.

Proof. It has already been proved in Theorem 5.8 that A+ has a stratifying system. In
particular, this means that A+ has a defining sequence 0 = J0 ⊆ J1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Jt = A+

in the sense of [DPS18, Defn. 3.2], i.e., each Ji/Ji−1 is a standard stratifying ideal
for A+/Ji−1 in the sense of [DPS18, Defn. 3.1]. To show that A+\ is split quasi-
hereditary we need to check that each endomorphism algebra EndA+\(J i\/J (i−1)\) is
split semisimple (a direct product of Azumaya algebras). However, using [DPS18,

Thm. 3.10], we have that J \i /J
\
i−1 is a direct sum of ∆\(ω) for ω ∈ Ω, all of fixed

height, and possibility with multiplicities. Here ∆\(ω) := (S\ω)� is a direct sum of

various modules (S\E)�; see (7.0.38). The E’s appearing are (absolutely) irreducible

and have the same height as ω, and index absolutely irreducible H
\
Q(t) = HQ(t)-

modules. Thus, the endomorphism algebra of the A+\-module J \i /J
\
i−1 is a direct sum
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Corollaries/applications: 
 
--a unitriangular decomposition matrix, in the "good prime" case, for the new quasi-
hereditary algebra as well as the Hecke algebra, and an approximation for all primes.   

 
 



--a similar unitriangular matrix for the original “q-Schur algebra” style endomorphism 
algebra for the direct sum of all permutation modules associated with G(q) actions on 
coset spaces G(q)/P(q) associated to parabolic subgroups containing a fixed Borel 
B(q). 

 



More speculative: 
 

--a parameterization of most, and, eventually, all, the irreducible modular constituents of the 
G(q)/B(q) permutation module (not just those in the "head"), with a generalization to all primes. 
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